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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

PACKING RECOVERY
Recover this product with Rotom
and maximize re-usage of packaging

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Roll container 3 plug fences 810x720x1620mm - with
strap
SKU 48278

3-witch roll container with a maximum load of 500 kilograms. The roll
container has a plastic base, and gates that are zinc-plated / gold-
colored in order to prevent corrosion.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material Metal

Status New

Side walls Fixed

Bottom Perforated

Inside dimension lenght 780

Inside dimension width 655

Inside dimension height 1440

Outside dimension lenght 810

Outside dimension width 720

Outside dimension height 1620

Dynamic load 500

Bottom Plastic

Product new

Type 3-sided Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

3-roll container witch 810x720x1620mm -
electro-galvanized
      New 3-witch roll container provided with two gridded insertion
fences with tension belt, and a tailgate which is screwed to it which are
electrolytically zinc-plated / gold-colored. The inside dimensions of the
trolley are 780x655x1440mm. The height of the soil is 185mm.Makkelijk
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for transporting and storing goods. The trolley has a payload of 500
kilograms. Thus, the trolley is suitable for heavy loads. The wheels of the
cart have a polypropylene (PP) plastic running surface. The diameter of
these wheels was 108 mm. There are no brakes on the wheels. The roll
container is provided with a plastic bottom.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/roll-container-3-plug-fences-810x720x1620mm-
with-strap-48278
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